Abstract. In 1946/47, Dr. E. U. Condon (1902Condon ( -1974, the fourth director of the National Bureau of Standards, arranged for the organization of a Division of Applied Mathematics, under the leadership of Dr. John H. Curtiss. A principal objective of this division was the development of the mathematics appropriate for the automatic digital computing machines then being constructed. An account is given here of some of the activities in numerical analysis carried out by that division in its first 25 years.
I am very glad to speak on this subject. Mrs. Todd and I spent about 10 years, 1947-57 , at the NBS--she as a resident consultant and I in various capacities. On the whole it was a happy and exciting time, but there were several heartaches. More recently I have been a member of the NASNRC Advisory Panel. It is difficult to summarize 25 years' work of an organization in the time and space allotted and so I must restrict my coverage severely and apologize for omissions, deliberate or inadvertent. I shall confine myself to more theoretical numerical analysis, omitting discussions of (1) the solutions of special computational problems, which are one of the major contributions of the NBS group, (2) the various tables prepared to aid in statistical analyses [45] and the evaluation of computer programs (e.g., least squares by R. H. Wampler [36] , F37]), (3) the more recent work on combinatorial algorithms [38] , (4) collaboration in the development of Omnitab [32] . [-1] showing how to use business machines for scientific purposes--a thing which we are still doing--and of Turing's first papers [2] ; about this time also Ostrowski introduced the "Horner" as a unit for scientific computation [3] , and studied the numerical stability of the Newton process 4]. I am, however, far from objecting to the choice of the appearance of the von Neumann-Goldstine paper [5] as the zero date, for it and the companion Turing paper [6] [34] , his work on the conjugate direction method [33] and a long series of substantial contributions to the theory of approximation from which we cite only two [35] .
[ Dr. Curtiss realized that any experienced pure mathematician could find, if he chose, attractive and challenging problems in numerical mathematics and he recruited established mathematicians as administrators and staff for AMD. Naturally, there were a few recruits who did not respond to the challenges.
In the accompanying diagram I have listed the leaders of groups and given related information indicating the part played by the AMD in the formation of professional societies, the establishment ofjournals and some of the contributions of its members to the literature. L. J. Briggs, E. U. Condon, A. V. Astin and L. W. Branscomb were the directors of the NBS in the periods 1933-45, 1945-51, 1951-69, 1969-72 1946-53, 1955-71, 1972 respectively. Let me note that there was already a solid basis for computation at NBS--the Lowan group, whose activities have been described by Lowan [31] . This became a nucleus for the Computation Laboratory (CL), another section of the AMD. 1936 t937 1938 1939 -1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 Iq46 1947 1948 1950 1953_ 1954 1957 Sputnik 1958 1959 196l 1962 1965 1966 1968 1969 1972 [17] . Representative publications are cited under [53. Next [16] ran a symposium on this topic in Washington in 1955.
In addition, Mrs. Todd started a project on the estimation of eigenvalues of matrices and functions of matrices and one in number theory in which both the young postdoctoral staff and the senior visitors participated. Representative publications are cited in [46] .
As regards actual computation:this was on a rather small scale due to the "occupation" of SEAC by USAF and the AEC: The USAF actually paid for the machine and the AEC donated a building so that we could be near it. Among the work accomplished was work of a number theoretical character started by Mrs. Todd (Monte Carlo, consecutive power residues mod p (with J. C. P. Miller), Wilson primes and the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula (K. Goldberg)) and some controlled experiments on conformal mapping [48] , and on linear programming [49] .
Towards the end of this period there was the ADX2 incident and a change of administration which led to a heavy reduction in force. There seems to be no connected account of the happenings available--this is an opportunity for a science historian with illustrations available from Herblock. It will be recalled that government scientists were reprimanded for not taking account of "the play of the marketplace" and that the director, Dr. Astin, was asked to resign, but was reinstated, and the NBS decisions were fully supported by a special committee appointed by the National Academy of Science. One outcome of this was an investigation of the NBS as a whole by a select committee under the chairmanship of Dr. M. J. Kelly. In the report of this committee (submitted 15 October 1953) the Applied Mathematics Division was one of two which were specially commended. However this committee deferred to the Applied Mathematics Advisory Council for recommendations on the future of the INA which was then, with the rest of the AMD, in a precarious financial situation due in part to a decision of the Department of Defense not to permit transfer of funds to the NBS. To conclude, let me enumerate some probable firsts in numerical mathematics which were carried out at the NBS during the first 25 years of the AMD:
(a) Automatically computed earth-moon trajectory [10] . (Earlier, rocket/ comet orbits were tabulated by Herrick using punched card equipment: See AMS 20 (1953) .) (b) Optimal scaling of matrices [11] .
(c) Computational complexity [12] , [13] . (d) Studies of the Hilbert matrix [14] , [15] , [46(a) ].
